
PE1:  What separates humans from other animals? 

• Cooperative trade, facilitating exchange of goods and services for mutual benefit 
(Keith Chen, UCLA Economist)

• Absolutely Nothing (Dalton Conley, Princeton Sociologist) 

• Forward thinking (Jonathan Sacks, Rabbi)

• Not Fundamentally Different (Frans de Waal, Emory University Primatologist)

• Animals are more rational than humans (Ronald Noe, Biologist)

• Something else
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Adam Smith

• “Nobody ever saw a dog make a fair and deliberate exchange of one 
bone with another dog. Nobody ever saw one animal, by its gestures 
and natural cries, signify to another, ‘This is mine, that yours. I am 
willing to give this for that.”

• The Wealth of Nations, 1776



Keith Chen



We share 98.5% of DNA with monkeys… how 

much of “economic behavior” is Nature?  How 

much is learned and unique to humans?  



Reciprocity & Altruism:

An Application to Monkeys

YouTube: Monkeys Steal People’s Belongings to
Trade for Food

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovpsuyRanw8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovpsuyRanw8


Testing the law of demand (in monkeys!)

• Monkeys learn the concept of money 
(steel washers that could be exchanged for value) 

• Monkeys understand prices shocks and law of demand
• Even better than kids!



Testing the endowment effect (in monkeys!)

• Monkeys trade less than the rational amount when a “starting point” is 
bestowed upon them.  
• “Status quo bias” or Endowment Effect

• Humans are better at trade – monkeys more sensitive to the endowment 
effect (they are attached to whatever they are given, highly averse to 
“losing” something they feel they have ownership over”.  



Dalton Conley (Princeton Sociologist)

• Crows use tools

• Elephants can recognize themselves in a mirror

• Whales form equally complex social networks as humans

• Penguins mourn their dead

• Gibbons are monogamous

• Bonobos are polyamorous

• Ducks rape

• Chimpanzees deploy slaves



Cooperation in Primates (Ronald Noe, Biologist)

• Low ranking males had to “work together” to steal a female from an 
alpha… 

• “Reciprocal altruism” - “You scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours”
• Didn’t explain behavior – “Stu” kept mating with female… why did other

monkey help?

• Stu could bargain between partners to get more time with mating 
female. 
• Created the idea of a “biological market”



Redouan Bshary (behavioral ecologist)

• Fish “range” determined their access to cleaner wrasse.  

• Cleaner fish recognize whether “client fish” are “local” 
or “visiting and have alternative options” 

• Quality of service varies

• Client fish with more “choice” received better services

• Cleaner wrasse likely to take advantage (take a bite of 
mucous) of resident fish with no other options (market 
power). 
• Mediated by outside options 

• Cleaner wrasse remembers clients and will “make up 
for bad service” with “good service” 

• Maintaining a reputation?

“Cleaner wrasse” that removes parasites from 
other fish – 11 hours a day, 2,000 interactions 
per day



Ronald Noe: “homo” should be removed from 
“homo economicus”   

• Animals “more rational” than humans.  

• Impulsive decisions by humans tend to be rational… the more you
think, and contemplate a decision… the more likely that decision is to 
deviate from rationality. 

• The cleanser wrasse fish maintaining a reputation and exercising 
market power over local fish without other choices. 



PE2:  Which behavior was the most surprising?  

• Law of Demand:  

Monkeys responding to price shocks and the Law of Demand 
(purchasing more when the price goes down)

• Reciprocity with marshmallows: 

Monkeys “reciprocate” by offering marshmallows 40% as compared to 7% 
when other monkey did not offer a marshmallow in the first place

• Bargaining for mating time:

Stu the monkey bargaining with other “partners in crime” over mating time 
to muscle out the alpha monkey

• Reputation building and market power:

The cleanser wrasse fish maintaining a reputation and exercising market 
power over local fish without other choices. 



http://www.ecu.edu/cs-cas/anth/JamesLoudon.cfm

http://www.ecu.edu/cs-cas/anth/JamesLoudon.cfm


THE CHARITABLE GIVING VALUE OF PEOPLE'S BEST FRIEND

Humans have domesticated dogs for over 20,000 years. Canine
companionship, used routinely to treat mental health disorders, is
associated with prosocial behavior. Yet, no study has tested if dogs
increase charitable behavior in the public. Teaming with the
Salvation Army during the holiday season, we will test if the
presence of a dog at a bell ringing stationincreases donations using
a randomized field experiment. A comprehensive monitoring of
foot traffic and donation activity across at a large retail store will
allow us to measure (i) donation frequency as it relates to
observed foot traffic, (ii) donation intensity associated with each
dog and (iii) avoidance and attractant behavior as it relates to a
dog’s perceived characteristics. Using dogs as a passive solicitation
mechanism avoids appealing to empathy and is therefore insulated
against welfare losses associated with active solicitation. Better
understanding charitable spillovers of dogs, along intensive and
extensive margins, may inform increased partnerships between
animal shelters and donation-funded non-profit organizations.




